Abstract: Group signature schemes enable anonymous-yetaccountable communications. Such a capability is extremely useful for applications, such as smartphone-based crowdsensing and citizen science. However, the performance of modern group signature schemes is still inadequate to manage large dynamic groups. In this paper, we design the first provably secure verifier-local revocation (VLR) -based group signature scheme that supports sublinear revocation, named Sublinear Revocation with Backward unlinkability and Exculpability (SRBE). To achieve this performance gain, SRBE introduces time bound pseudonyms for the signer. By introducing lowcost short-lived pseudonyms with sublinear revocation checking, SRBE drastically improves the efficiency of the groupsignature primitive. The backward-unlinkable anonymity of SRBE guarantees that even after the revocation of a signer, her previously generated signatures remain unlinkable across epochs. This behavior favors the dynamic nature of real-world crowdsensing settings. We prove its security and discuss parameters that influence its scalability. Using SRBE, we also implement a prototype named GROUPSENSE for anonymousyet-accountable crowdsensing, where our experimental findings confirm GROUPSENSE's scalability. We point out the open problems remaining in this space.
Introduction
The new urban-scale crowdsensing vision promises intriguing applications, such as health monitoring [1] , environment monitoring [2] , traffic prediction [3] , etc. However, an open crowdsensing platform where anyone can submit data is undesirable. It is exposed to malicious and erroneous participation, which may threaten data integrity and reliability [4] . Accountability of participants for their data reports is a key requirement for crowdsensing platforms [5] . To serve this requirement, it is desirable that only the participants with proper authorization should be able contribute in a crowdsensing platform. We refer to this controlled crowdsensing scenario as groupsensing.
While accountability protects the data collector, the vast number of crowdsensing participants sharing sensitive information such as location, daily routine, health status, need to be protected against privacy threats [6, 7] . The threats may include the semi-honest data-collection service provider, who attempts to track and de-anonymize participants, as well as data breaches on the data-collection servers [8] [9] [10] . Therefore, the sensing-time anonymity is also an essential requirement, especially for the participants those are involved in long-term sensing applications.
Anonymous-yet-accountable crowdsensing demands "privacy preserving authentication". Privacy preserving authentication is a cryptographic protocol to authenticate users without knowing their identity [11] . These protocols can broadly be categorized into two groups: (1) pseudonymbased systems [12, 13] and (2) group signature-based systems [14] [15] [16] . Both of them rely on a trusted group manager to coordinate between the signer (i.e., a crowdsensing participant) and the verifier (semi-honest data-collection server).
In pseudonym-based schemes (e.g., [17] ), the group manager needs to issue a list of pseudonyms and public-key certificates to certify the public keys of participants (for the accountability purpose). Participants generate signatures using pseudonyms and refresh pseudonyms periodically to preserve anonymity. However, all the signatures under the same pseudonym are linkable. Thus, frequent public-key certification and distribution are necessary to enable short-lived pseudonyms, which appears to be expensive [18] .
In comparison to pseudonyms, group signature schemes (e.g., [14-16, 19, 20] ) do not require frequent public-key certifications for participants. One public key serves for all signatures of all participants. However, the trade-offs among security properties, computational and communication overheads [11, [21] [22] [23] for various applications has been the prime focus in the state-of-the-art group signature literature. In general, the revocation checking operation is known to be the most expensive operation for modern group signature schemes [24] , which is necessary to enforce the blacklisting of misbehaving/deactivated users. As the revocation lists for these schemes are maintained locally at the verifiers' end, these schemes are known as verifier-local revocation (VLR). Typically, revocation lists contain revocation tokens, where a revocation token uniquely represents a revoked user. The computational complexity of deterministic revocation checking for VLR-based group signature schemes is typically O(R), where R is the size of the revocation list.
Therefore, the attractiveness of group signatures (e.g., [16, 22, 25, 26] ) in crowdsensing is substantially dampened by the expensive revocation checking operations. For example, SP-PEAR [27] , a comprehensive crowdsensing system, avoids using group signatures for sensory data submission. SPPEAR only uses group signatures for setting up pseudonyms, but resorts to the public-key certification approach for data submissions. AnonySense [28] is another privacy-preserving crowdsensing framework that uses group signatures for data submissions. However, AnonySense does not support membership revocation. Thus, its accountability guarantee is low. Also, There exists several other proposals to preserve anonymity without accountability support [29] [30] [31] .
In this paper, we present a new VLR-based group signature scheme named Sublinear Revocation with Backward unlinkability and Exculpability (SRBE). SRBE's security is guaranteed under the random oracle model [16] . The main feature of SRBE is that the computational complexity of revocation check is O(log 2 R), where R is the size of the revocation list, which is explained next. Exculpability refers to that a group manager cannot forge a signature of any honest signer (i.e., the private key of the signer is not compromised) that the signer cannot dispute.
In VLR-based group signature schemes, signatures carry zero-knowledge proofs of signers' revocation tokens [15, 16, 22] , so that the revocation tokens are not available in the signature for direct comparison. To overcome this issue, SRBE uses time bound pseudonyms as revocation tokens. This approach enables verifiers to organize revocation tokens in standard data structures (i.e., binary search trees) for fast revocation check. The main technical challenge to use these time bound shortlived pseudonyms is, to embed them in signatures with minimal overheads as well as preserving the security properties. SRBE's anonymity is defined in terms of Backward Unlinkable anonymity (BU-anonymity), which means that even after the revocation of a signer, signatures produced by the signer before revocation remain anonymous across epochs. Our work supports unlinkability across different epochs [11] . Signatures generated by a signer in different time periods cannot be linked, as they are signed with unlinkable pseudonyms. Our pseudonyms are unique, as they support i) sublinear revocation and revocation checking, and ii) constant revocation token size per signer.
The requirement of constant revocation token size per signer is important. To revoke a signer, one needs to revoke all the pseudonyms of the signer. It would be inefficient if the size of the revocation token increases with the total number of pseudonyms per signer. We aim to keep the size of revocation tokens constant. Our pseudonyms are generated using a combination of forward and reverse cryptographic hash chains. In Section 3.1, we explain why some straightforward pseudonym attempts do not work.
In our work, signatures signed under the same pseudonym (within the same time period) can be linked by the verifier (i.e., the data-collection server), i.e., linkable. The similar limitation exists in other group signature schemes [11, 32] . Supporting the unlinkability within an epoch remains an open problem. Using SRBE group signatures, we develop a groupsensing prototype named GROUPSENSE. As illustrated in Figure 1 , in GROUPSENSE, a participant submits anonymously signed data reports to the data-collection server -the signature does not reveal her identity but proves her membership. The group manager can locate a participant for revocation purpose. The prototype includes client-side Android apps and server-side programs, where the performance of the prototype is also extensively evaluated.
Our technical contributions are summarized as follows. -We present a new bilinear-map based group signature scheme (referred to as SRBE) with sub-linear revocation check. SRBE also supports backward unlinkability and exculpability. We prove the security in the random oracle model (ROM) using standard security assumptions.
-We implement SRBE group signature scheme, along with four other leading group signature schemes. We theoretically and experimentally compare their computation and communication costs and the scalability of revocation check algorithm. We also use SRBE to implement GROUPSENSE, an anonymous-yet-accountable crowdsensing prototype.
-Our experimental results indicate the scalability of GROUPSENSE with SRBE for large crowds. The major experimental findings are as follows. The revocation check procedure of SRBE gives around 3-order of magnitude performance gain over state-of-the-art. After precomputing some expensive operations, the average signing cost of SRBE in Nexus 10 is around 1.69 second. GROUPSENSE takes around 150ms on average to verify a signature with revocation checking against 70, 000 of revoked users.
Multi-disciplinary crowdsensing and citizen-science projects [33] require secure and privacy-preserving cyberinfrastructures. Secure crowdsensing encourages participation, which in turn boosts the quality of data and discovery. We envision that the efficiency and scalability of SRBE may help increase the real-world adoption of group signatures by developers, scientists and engineers in crowdsensing and other applications requiring privacy.
Related Work

Revocation in Group Signatures
Group Signature (GS) Schemes allow signers (managed by some authority) to anonymously produce signatures on behalf of a group. After the introduction [14] , different variants of GS schemes were proposed (collision-resistant GS scheme [19] , sign-and-encrypt-and-prove based GS [20] , traceable signatures [15, 34, 35] , GS with verifier local revocation [16] , GS from blind signatures [36] , traceable signatures in standard model [37] , group signatures in standard model [38] , GS with controllable linkability [39, 40] , GS with distributed traceability [41] , GS with dynamic accumulators [42] ). Kiayias et al. (traceable signatures [15] ) first introduced internal tracing algorithms (trapdoors) to efficiently trace and revoke the anonymity of misbehaving members. They also formalized the properties of "Traceability" and "Exculpability" to extend existing security guarantees for better accountability.
Existing GS literature discussing different types of membership revocation procedure can be classified as followed.
Revocation in dynamic accumulators. Dynamic accumulator based schemes [42] [43] [44] [45] provide constant time revocation check. However, the major disadvantage of these schemes is that, the signer needs to maintain a whitelist of unrevoked users to create a valid signature. This requires updating each of the signer's secret key on each revocation, which is impractical for large dynamic groups. To address this, Nakanishi et al. [23] proposed a revocable scheme with constant signing and verifying complexity, where no updates of secret key are required. However, this scheme still requires signers to fetch data of O(R) complexity, where R is the total number of revoked users and the size of the public key is O(
where N is the total number of users.
Revocation in linking-based schemes. Recently, Slamanig et al. proposed a Sign-and-Encrypt-and-Prove based GS scheme with efficient revocation check [21] (similar as SRBE). The scheme adopts a centralized online OCSP service for revocation checking. In most of the Sign-and-Encryptand-Prove based GS schemes [21, 39, 40] , RAs need to deanonymize a signature to perform revocation. However, as every signature verification needs a consultation with OCSP server for revocation checking, the communication overhead between verifier and the OCSP server becomes onerous. Most importantly, it is undesirable to deanonymize the signatures from benign users [27, 46] , which might encourage massive surveillance [47] . Conversely, in VLR based GS schemes such as ours, trusted authorities are assumed to deanonymize (open) signatures only when the signer is suspected to be malicious. In [32] , Emura et al. proposed a light-weight linking based GS scheme with efficient revocation checking. However, during revocation this scheme requires O(R) group operations by the group manager, which restricts the scheme to be used in dynamic crowdsensing-settings where short-lived pseudonyms are critical.
Verifier local revocation. VLR-based GS schemes [16, 22, 26, 48, 49] are known to be more practical than the other schemes [24] . Some VLR-based GS schemes [22, 48, 49] support backward unlinkability. In general, these VLR-based GS schemes need O(R) expensive operations to do revocation checking. The authors in [11] presented a new GS scheme with probabilistic revocation (GSPR) that drastically improves the performance of revocation check, compared to the prior art. However, probabilistic revocation checking resulting in false positives (i.e., valid signatures mistaken as generated by revoked participants) may not be desirable in crowdsensing. Moreover, the experimental evaluation suggests that, revocation check mechanism of SRBE runs faster than GSPR.
Revocation in standard models. There are several standard model constructions of GS schemes based on Groth-Sahai proof system [50] , those support constant revocation check. Libert, Peters and Yung (LPY) [51] proposed a construction based on broadcast encryption techniques to support constant revocation check. However, the signature size (96 group ele-ments) and membership certificate size (O(log 2 N )) are extremely large in [51] . In [52] , LPY reduced the membership certificate size to constant, with the increased cost of public key size (O(log 2 N )) and signature size (144 group elements). Attrapadung et al. [53] proposed another scheme to reduce the size of revocation list to constant. However, the signature size (98 group elements) of this scheme is still large. Recently, Ohara et al. [54] proposed a new GS scheme to retain the constant revocation check complexity like [51] with a shorter signature size in ROM. Unfortunately, like the original scheme [51] , this scheme also has a large membership certificate size (O (log 2 N ) ). Moreover, the revocation complexity of all of these schemes is at least O(R) [53] . Most importantly, all of these group signature schemes maintain the revocation list at the signers' end. Thus overall applicability of these schemes in crowdsensing applications envisioned in this paper remains questionable, where light-weight solutions are desirable. It is still open to use the techniques of standard model schemes in ROM to achieve a practical GS scheme with constant revocation checking.
Other revocation techniques. Expensive revocation check has been a major performance bottleneck for anonymous credential schemes as well. In [55, 56] , authors proposed an efficient VLR mechanism for anonymous credential systems supporting backward unlinkability. To generate and distribute the revocation list for an epoch, it requires O(R) exponentiation operations of large numbers (expensive) at the revocation authority's end. Like linking-based schemes [21] , revocation scheme proposed in [56] requires an online central OCSP server to check the revocation status of signatures from all the verifiers, which introduces additional problems, such as extra communication overheads and the surveillance capability of the OCSP server. Camenisch et al. [46] presents a new revocation scheme for anonymous credentials based on n-times unlinkable proofs construction, which overcomes previously mentioned performance overhead. However, it does not support backward unlinkability. As a result, after the revocation of a user device due to legitimate causes (e.g., lost or stolen), all the proofs produced by the device become linkable. The size of the revocation token per user is also linear with the total number of pseudonyms, which makes it challenging to use short epochs. On the other hand, unlike [55, 56] , SRBE does not require centralized computations for revocation management and unlike [46] , SRBE supports backward unlinkability and constant sized revocation tokens.
Privacy in CrowdSensing
The privacy concerns in crowdsensing were first pointed out in [57] , immediately followed by [58] . AnonySense [28] , a privacy preserving crowdsensing framework offers strong privacy protection at the data collection server. AnonySense was one of the earliest solutions that utilize group signatures for crowdsensing. As pointed in [59] , the way AnonySense [28] employs group signatures renders it vulnerable to Sybil attacks [60] . Because in AnonySense, it is impossible to identify signatures from the same participant, without opening the signatures of all data reports. As a result, misbehavior detection becomes a lengthy and inefficient process, also requiring the de-anonymization of benign reports.
It is conceivable that the inherent openness of privacy preserving systems exposes itself to abuse. Therefore, it is important to efficiently identify abusive users. SPPEAR [27] and SP-PEAR with enhanced incentive provisioning [59] are focused on both anonymity and accountability. In SPPEAR [27] , BUanonymity is achieved through pseudonym-based signature approach. However, because of using the pseudonym based signature scheme to share data, SPPEAR incorporates extra public-key certificate management overhead (e.g., pseudonym certificate generation, acquisition, distribution, revocation), which affects the scalability and performance of the system. In contrast, GROUPSENSE provides an alternative approach to solve the problem and also spares the requirement of such public-key certificate management overhead.
Motivation and Definitions
We give some intuitions to our design in Section 3.1, define the operations of SRBE in Section 3.2 and formally define the security of SRBE in Section 3.3.
Motivation
To motivate our design, we describe several straightforward schemes that naively extend a secure group signature scheme with short-lived pseudonyms. Using these schemes, we demonstrate the challenges to preserve security requirements while building an efficient scheme with fast O(log 2 R) revocation check (where R is the total number of revoked users) without compromising the security.
Failed Scheme I: Consider a naive scheme, where an existing group signature scheme is modified as follows. In addition with private key parameters, each signer (i.e., crowdsensing participant) is assigned with a set of T short-lived pseudonyms p j s by the group manager, where j ∈ [1, T ]. When submitting sensory data, the signer concatenates the message m with her pseudonym p j , and signs (m p) following the adopted group signature scheme. The data and signature are submitted in an end-to-end secure channel between the participant and the data-collection server (e.g., HTTPS). The verifier can use a binary search tree to maintain revoked pseudonyms. Thus, revocation check can be done efficiently.
However, this scheme is not secure. Any verifier can learn the pseudonym of the signer. If the verifier is also a member of the group, then she can forge signatures using others' pseudonyms, which violates the traceability property (Definition 3.4). Thus, it is necessary to have an easily verifiable correspondence between pseudonyms and the private keys.
Failed Scheme II: Let's assume, we repair Scheme I to preserve the traceability property. Now to revoke a signer the group manager needs to send all the corresponding pseudonyms to the verifier. Thus, the size of revocation token to be transmitted from the group manager to the verifier becomes O(T ), where T is the total number of pseudonyms. To overcome this problem, one may generate pseudonym p j for time interval j as follows:
However, using Equation 1, a verifier can link all the pseudonyms corresponding to a signer, even if the signer is not revoked. Hence, the anonymity is compromised.
Intuitions about SRBE. By observing the failed schemes, we see that using pseudonyms to achieve sublinear revocation check for a GS scheme is not straightforward. Here, we provide a high-level overview of the intuitions behind the design choices of SRBE.
Fixing Scheme I: In SRBE, pseudonyms are called pseudoIDs (P ID ij represents the pseudoID of signer i at time epoch j). Our SRBE embeds pseudoIDs into the secret keys for the signers, so that nobody other than the honest signer can "claim" the ownership (See, Join protocol in Section 4.1 for details). Such embedding satisfies the following properties. 1. Signers are restricted to use issued pseudoIDs only.
2. Signer i is restricted to use P ID ij for time period j.
3. Even if one knows P ID ij , she cannot forge signatures.
The reconstruction of signing key is not feasible even with the knowledge of P ID ij s.
Fixing Scheme II: In SRBE, the pseudoIDs at a given time are generated using a combination of a hash chain and a reverse hash chain (See, Step 6 in Join protocol in Section 4.1), so that the revocation token size becomes constant without compromising security.
The salient features of SRBE are summarized as follows.
1. Embedding of pseudoIDs in private key parameters and tying a pseudoID to an epoch (provable under the assumptions similar to Boneh-Boyen full signature scheme [61] ).
2. PseudoID generation uses a combination of a hash chain and a reverse hash chain to maintain BU-anonymity with revocation efficiency.
3. The use of pseudoIDs as revocation token enables verifiers to store revocation tokens in standard data-structures for efficient look up.
These new features lead to new capabilities (listed below), which have not previously been realized in the GS literature. 1. VLR based sublinear revocation and revocation checking mechanism.
2. BU-anonymity with constant revocation token size per signer.
Trade-off. The limitation of using same pseudoID by a signer to produce signatures for a given time period is that, it makes the signatures linkable within that time period. However, signatures from different time intervals are unlinkable. It still remains an open problem to design a group signature scheme with sublinear revocation and unlinkability support within a time interval and across intervals. The significance of our SRBE scheme is that it has the potential to make large-scale smartphone applications, whose privacy costs were previously formidable, become a reality. It provides a practical fast alternative to existing group signatures, through leveraging the tradeoff between unlinkability and interval duration.
Definitions of SRBE Operations
There are three types of roles: Group Manager (GM), User or Signer and Verifier. The SRBE scheme consists of the following algorithms: -KeyGen(1 λ ): The GM runs this algorithm, that takes security parameter λ as input and outputs a group public key gpk, a group manager's secret key gms and initializes a registration list reg.
-Join: This is an interactive protocol between GM and the user i to add user i as a member of the group. On successful execution, the user i obtains the secret key gsk i , the GM updates reg with an entry reg i and gets revocation token list 
with corresponding revocation handles generated using grt ij .
-Open(reg, j, σ, M ): Given a valid signature σ on a message M at time period j, created by a signer i, the group manager outputs the signer's identity i.
Security Definitions
In the security definitions of SRBE, we consider that the total number of signers in the group is N and the total number of time periods is T . The SRBE scheme needs to satisfy the following properties.
The scheme is correct, if and only if for all (gpk, reg, gsk i , grt i ) generated by KeyGen and Join algorithms, every signature generated by signer i ∈ [1, T ] using Sign algorithm is flagged as valid by Verify algorithm in time period j ∈ [1, T ], except when the signer is revoked using Revoke algorithm, formally,
Definition 3.2. (Identity Correctness):
The scheme is correct, if and only if for all (gpk, reg, gsk i , grt i ) generated by KeyGen and Join algorithms, every signature generated
Definition 3.3. (BU-anonymity):
A group signature scheme is said to satisfy backward unlinkability or BU-anonymity property if the probability of winning the following game is negligibly small for any Probabilistic Polynomial Time (PPT) algorithm A.
Setup: The challenger B runs KeyGen(1 λ ) and Join, ∀i ∈ [1, N ]. She obtains gpk, gsk i s and reg. She sends gpk to A. Queries: At the beginning of each period j, A announces the beginning of j to B, so that they both increment j simultaneously. At any time period j ∈ [1, T ], algorithm A can make queries to the challenger, as follows.
-Signing: Algorithm A requests a signature on an arbitrary message M for an arbitrary member i. The challenger computes σ ← Sign(gpk, j, gsk i , M ) and returns the signature σ to A.
-Corruption: Algorithm A requests the secret key of signer i. The challenger responds with the key gsk i .
-Revocation: Algorithm A requests the revocation token of the signer i at time interval j. The challenger responds with the revocation token grt ij .
Challenge: Algorithm A outputs a message M , time period j * and two signers i 0 , i 1 , who are neither corrupted nor revoked at time period j * . Challenger chooses a bit b R ←− − {0, 1} uniformly at random, computes a signature on M by signer i b as σ * ← Sign(gpk, j * , gsk i b , M ) and provides σ * to A.
Restricted Queries: After obtaining the challenge, algorithm A is allowed to make additional queries of the challenger, restricted as follows.
-Signing: As before, but if A issues any signing queries for i 0 and i 1 at time period j * , B reports failure and exits.
-Corruption: As before, but if A issues corruption queries for i 0 and i 1 at any period, B reports failure and exits.
-Revocation: As before, but A can only issue revocation queries for i 0 and i 1 at any period strictly later than j * .
Output: Finally, A outputs a guess b ∈ {0, 1}. The adversary wins if b = b. We define her advantage in attacking the scheme to be
We say that the proposed group signature scheme is traceable, if the probability of winning the following game is negligibly small for each PPT algorithm A.
Setup:
The challenger B runs KeyGen(1 λ ) and Join, ∀i ∈ [1, N ]. She obtains gpk, gsk, grt and reg. She sends gpk and grt to A and sets U ← ∅.
Queries: At the beginning of each period j, A announces the beginning of j to B, so that they both increment j simultaneously. At any time period j ∈ [1, T ], Algorithm A can issue queries to the challenger, as follows.
-Corruption: Algorithm A requests the secret key of signer i. The challenger sets U ← U ∪ {i} responds with the key gsk i .
Output: Algorithm A outputs a message M * and a signature σ * for time period j * . A wins if:
2. σ * traces to some signer outside of U or the Open algorithm fails; and 3. A did not obtain σ * by making a signing query on message M * .
Definition 3.5. (Exculpability):
A VLR group signature scheme is said to satisfy exculpability property, if no PPT algorithm can forge a signature that can be attributed to an honest (i.e., not corrupted) member such that the member cannot dispute. Formally, the probability of winning the following game is negligibly small for any PPT algorithm A.
Setup:
The challenger runs KeyGen(1 λ ). She obtains gpk, gms and reg. She stores gpk and sends gpk, gms and reg to A. Challenger initializes a list of revocation lists {RL j } as empty, ∀j ∈ [1, T ]. Queries: At the beginning of each period j, A announces the beginning of j to B, so that they both increment j simultaneously. At any time period j ∈ [1, T ], algorithm A can make queries to the challenger, as follows.
-Join: Algorithm A requests the creation of a new signer i ∈ [1, N ] at period j. Challenger performs Join protocol as the new user with A and gets gsk i , where A plays the role of the group manager. A gets a revocation token list grt i for the member and an entry reg i to be inserted into the registration list reg.
-Signing: Same as BU-anonymity game.
-Corruption: Algorithm A requests the secret key of signer i. The challenger responds with the key gsk i . The challenger updates its current and future revocation lists (RL k , ∀k ∈ [j, T ]) with corresponding revocation handles generated using grt ij .
Challenge: Algorithm A outputs a message M * , time period j * , a signature σ * and a signer i * . We say that A wins the game if all the following statements hold:
5. The challenger cannot dispute the knowledge of signer i * 's secret key gsk i * such that A did not obtain σ * using gsk i * .
The Condition 5 was formalized in [62] . Note that, like other standard group signature schemes, this exculpability game assumes honest execution of KeyGen(1 λ ). However, the exculpability guarantee without such assumption is still open.
SRBE Construction
Our SRBE group signature scheme is based on bilinear map which is one of the most widely used mathematical tool to build numerous cryptographic schemes (e.g., signatures [63] , aggregate signatures [64] , group signatures [16] , role-based signatures [65] , identity-based encryption [66] [67] [68] , etc.). Our security and anonymity guarantees rely on several cryptographic assumptions, including the Decision Linear (DLIN) assumption [69] , the Discrete Logarithm (DL) assumption, and q-Bilinear Strong Diffie-Hellman (BSDH) assumption [25] . They are defined next.
Definition 4.1. Let G 1 , G 2 and G T are three multiplicative cyclic group of prime order p. g 1 is a generator of G 1 and g 2 is a generator of G 2 . ψ is an isomorphism between G 2 and G 1 with efficiently computable homomorphism in both directions.
We say e is a bilinear map e : G 1 × G 2 −→ G T with the following properties:
We say that (t, )-DLIN assumption holds in G, if no polynomial t-time algorithm has an advantage of at least at solving DLIN problem in G.
) as inputs, the problem is to output a pair (e(g 1 , g 2 )
1 , where a ∈ Z * p , as inputs, output a. We say that (t, )-DL assumption holds in G 1 , if no polynomial t-time algorithm has an advantage of at least at solving DL problem in G 1 .
SRBE scheme also uses H
as collision resistant hash functions treated as random oracles, where H z , H g are considered to be public knowledge. Note that, the bilinear map we use here is of Type-I, which is necessary for an efficient instantiation of H g [71] . If G 1 = G 2 , then ψ is an identity map, which is trivial to calculate. By considering more general case of Type-I bilinear map, where G 1 = G 2 but there exists efficiently computable bilinear map e and isomorphism ψ, we can take advantage of certain fam-ilies of non-supersingular elliptic curves (e.g., MNT [72] ) to obtain short signatures. As shown in [69] , our security assumptions hold for generic bilinear maps, including G 1 = G 2 or G 1 = G 2 with efficiently computable e and ψ.
SRBE Scheme
In this section, we present our SRBE group signature scheme, which extends the classic VLR-based group signature scheme by Boneh and Shacham [16] . SRBE stands for sublinear revocation with backward unlinkability and exculpability. We define,
KeyGen(1 λ ): For the given security parameter λ ∈ N, this algorithm chooses a bilinear group pair (G 1
The group public key is defined as gpk = (g 1 , g 2 , w 1 , w 2 ) and the group manager's secret key is defined as gms = (γ 1 , γ 2 ). Finally, the algorithm sets the registration list reg to empty and outputs (gpk, gms). Note that, only group manager has the access to the registration list reg.
Join:
The interactive protocol is performed securely between the group manager (GM) and a new user i. Steps 6, 7 and 8 are the most important steps of join protocol.
Step 6 generates pseudoIDs to ensure BU-anonymity and also enables the scheme to have constant sized revocation token. Steps 7 and 8 embed pseudoIDs in the secret parameters by preserving identity correctness. 2) and then sets the list of pseudoIDs
Here H x z (.) means applying the hash function H z for x times. (The mechanism of using multiple cryptographic hash chains was also employed in [73] to protect user privacy in locationbased systems.)
In the most unlikely case, if π i = 0, restart from step 1. 
GM defines gsk
12. On successful verification, user stores the secret key
otherwise discards them and outputs error.
On successful execution, the user i gets the secret key
The GM updates reg with an entry reg i = (F i , P ID i ) and gets revocation token list grt i = {grt ij }, where Sign(gpk, j, gsk i , M ): The inputs to the signing algorithm include the group public key gpk, time period j, the signer's secret key gsk i , and the message to be signed M ∈ {0, 1} * . This algorithm generates a signature σ on M using the following steps. 1. Compute P ID ij as before.
2. To generate a signature in the time period j, use (A i , B i , C ij , P ID ij ) as the credentials for signing. After this time interval, discard the P ID ij . When all the pseudoIDs are exhausted, group manager should run the Join algorithm again to generate new set of secret keys and pseudoIDs (gsk i ) for the user.
3. Select r
Select α, β, δ
Compute the signature of knowledge (SPK), V which is expressed as follows.
This SP K is computed with the following steps.
(a) Select blinding factors r α , r β , r δ R ←− − Z * p , and compute
(c) Compute responses, s α = r α + cα, s β = r β + cβ, and
The output of this algorithm is the signature σ = (r, P ID ij ,
Verify(gpk, j, RL j , σ, M ):
The verification algorithm takes the group public key gpk, the revocation list RL j at time period j, the signature σ, and the message M as input. Using the following sub-algorithms, it verifies two things: (1) whether the signature was honestly generated, and (2) revocation status of the T 5 , embedded in σ. If both the sub-algorithms output valid, this algorithm outputs valid; otherwise it outputs invalid. 
Check the correctness of the challenge c as
If the above equation holds, this sub-algorithm outputs valid; otherwise, it outputs invalid.
(b) RevCheck(j, RL j , σ): The inputs to the revocation check algorithm are the P ID ij embedded in the signature σ and the revocation list RL j . The purpose of this subalgorithm is to check whether the P ID ij exists in RL j .
The checking can be accomplished by running a fast binary search in RL j .
Revoke(j, grt i ):
GM initiates this protocol by broadcasting the revocation token grt ij from signer i's revocation token list grt i at time period j to the verifiers, if the membership of the signer is needed to be revoked. Upon receiving it, the verifiers calculate the revoked users' current and future pseudoIDs using Equation 2 and update its revocation lists RL k , ∀k ∈ [j, T ] by inserting the pseudoID, P ID ik in a sorted order.
Open(reg, j, σ, M ):
With the valid signature σ on message M , the actual signer of the signature is identified using the following steps. 1. Search the registration list reg for the signer i, who generated the signature σ with the pseudoID, P ID ij at time period j.
2. If a match is successfully found, outputs i; otherwise, outputs 0 to indicate a failure.
Security Analysis
It can be shown that SRBE satisfies the signature correctness and the identity correctness properties, by constructing the frameworks discussed in [16] . Here, we prove the BUanonymity (Theorem 4.5), traceability (Theorem 4.6) and exculpability (Theorem 4.7) properties of SRBE under DLIN assumption, BSDH assumption and DH assumption respectively. Proofs are provided in Appendix A.
Theorem 4.5. (BU-Anonymity).
In the random oracle model, suppose an algorithm A breaks the BU-anonymity of SRBE scheme with an advantage of after q H hash queries and q S signing queries, then there exists an algorithm B that breaks the DLIN assumption with an advantage of 2 ( 
Theorem 4.7. (Exculpability).
In a random oracle model, suppose an algorithm A breaks the exculpability of SRBE with an advantage of , then there exists an algorithm B that breaks the DL assumption with non-negligible probability.
Note that, like other GS schemes in Random Oracle Model (ROM), reductions to the standard assumptions for all these theorems are non-tight. 
Complexity Analysis
G 1 /G 2 Exp. in G T Bilinear Ops. Big O Sign 5 4 3 O(1) SRBE SignCheck 3 5 4 O(1) (Ours) RevCheck 0 0 0 O(log 2 R) Revoke 0 0 0 O(log 2 R) Sign 7 5 5 O(1) CLHZ SignCheck 7 6 7 O(1) [48] RevCheck R 0 0 O(R) Revoke 0 0 0 O(1) Sign 5 3 3 O(1) BS SignCheck 4 4 4 O(1) [16] RevCheck 0 0 R + 1 O(R) Revoke 0 0 0 O(1) Sign 3 1 1 O(1) BSNSW SignCheck 0 2 5 O(1) [26] RevCheck 0 0 R + 2 O(R) Revoke 0 0 0 O(1) Sign 6 4 3 O(1) GSPR SignCheck 2 5 4 O(1) [11] RevCheck 0 0 0 O(1) Revoke 0 0 0 O(T )
A. Computational Overhead
We implemented four state-of-the-art group signature schemes, CLHZ [48] , BS [16] , BCNSW [26] , and GSPR [11] for performance comparison, the results of which confirm our fast revocation property and are shown in Figure 2 in Section 6.2, of them only CLHZ supports backward unlinkability. In this section, we theoretically compare the computational and communication overhead of them. Note that all the selected schemes are chosen from VLR based schemes. As explained in 2, VLR based schemes are best suited for crowdsensing applications. GSPR is the only scheme with probabilistic revocation and also all the signatures generated by a signer in an epoch are linkable. In Table 1 , we compare the most frequent operations of them in terms of exponentiation, bilinear operations and the overall runtime complexity. In runtime complexity, R indicates the size of the revocation list. For GSPR, T denotes the number of time periods. We consider only the computationally most expensive operations -i.e., exponentiation in G 1 , G 2 or G T and bilinear operations. Since in our implementation, G 1 = G 2 , the application of isomorphism is not considered here. For both Sign and SignCheck, BCNSW is the most efficient scheme. For SRBE, during signature generation and verification w τj 2 , e(g 1 , g 2 ) can be precomputed. Some other expensive operations of signing algorithm are also independent of the message, thus further pre-computation is feasible, which we have implemented and the results are presented in Table 3 . Although GSPR supports probabilistic revocation, the fast runtime complexity of RevCheck algorithm of both SRBE and GSPR is noticeable. On the other hand, for revoke operation, only SRBE and GSPR have non-constant runtime complexity. However, unlike frequent revocation checking, member revocation is not often. The small increase is justified, as it substantially improves revocation checking from O(R) to O(log 2 R). 
B. Communication Overhead
Communication costs in terms of various message sizes are shown in Table 2 . Here T is the number of time periods. In dynamic crowdsensing environments, the size of signatures and revocation tokens are arguably the most important, because only these two messages are exchanged for multiple times (user sends signatures to the verifier, group manager sends revocation token to multiple verifiers) between entities for a user. The sizes of SRBE's revocation tokens and public keys are much smaller than CLHZ and GSPR, and are comparable to BS and BCNSW schemes. The size of signature for SRBE is shorter than CLHZ scheme and comparable to GSPR, but is higher than BCNSW and BS. Although the exchange of private key parameters is quite infrequent than others, the size of private key is significantly larger for SRBE and CLHZ schemes than the other three schemes. In SRBE, the size growth of private key is due to P ID and C values.
One can reduce the space complexity of the private key in SRBE for low storage devices as follows. Only one P ID and one C are used in a single time period, so group manager can securely send them to the signing device on demand. On receiving the current values, the device can discard the previous values of P ID and C, which can reduce the linear space complexity of the signing device to constant. Adoption of this mechanism will also help to reduce the computational delay due to private key verification during Join protocol.
Overall SRBE clearly makes advantageous trade-off between computational and communication overheads. When considering scalability, reducing the computational overhead significantly is much more precious, even at the cost of a slight increase in the communication overhead. In addition to that the backward unlinkability property of SRBE, is also useful in dynamic group settings.
SRBE Application in Groupsensing
We define groupsensing to be a controlled crowdsensing scenario where data submission is limited to members of a preauthorized sensing group. Non-members without proper sensing group credentials cannot submit valid data reports. We show how our SRBE group signature can be applied to realize anonymous-yet-accountable groupsensing. Our prototype GROUPSENSE is composed of three types of entities: participant's device (PD), data-collection server (DCS), and a trusted group manager (GM) (i.e., the group manager in SRBE). GROUPSENSE allows participants to anonymously sign sensory data and to submit the data to a semi-honest data-collection server. The data collector performs signature verification and revocation checking. However, it is unable to track participants even after the revocation, as data submitted by the same participant are backward unlinkable. The trusted group manager is responsible for credential, revocation management, and possible reward distribution, but even group manager cannot forge signatures for any participants because of the exculpability property of our SRBE scheme. Our experiments in the next section show that GROUPSENSE has the potentials to support massive crowds in practice with fast signature verification coupled with speedy revocation checking.
Security Model in GroupSense
Threat Model.
We focus on three categories of threats. -Data forgery. Malicious participants may purposely contribute fake data reports (e.g., submit fake traffic congestion reports).
-Identity forgery. Unauthorized individuals and devices that are not part of the group may attempt to submit data reports. In addition to that, anyone including the group manager may attempt to forge the identity of a signer to submit malicious/fake data reports.
-Honest-but-curious data collector. The data-collection server follows the protocol, but may attempt to track a participant through her data reports. This type adversary is also known as semi-honest. For example, the datacollection server may examine the context and location of sensory data, attempt to pinpoint a participant's IP address history and movement trajectory.
The credential distribution between the group manager and the participants is assumed secure. In addition, we assume that the mobile app on participant's device is trustworthy, e.g., free of spyware, stealth tracking capability, and data-leak vulnerabilities. Advanced collusion and correlation attacks for deanonymization are out of our scope, e.g., the semi-honest datacollection server colludes with a mobile service provider, or correlates sensory data with known locations of a participant. We assume that external adversaries who may launch disruptive attacks such as DDoS and jamming can be detected with existing solutions. Traffic analysis threats from adversaries that are external to a groupsensing system (e.g., routers, access points, and other network intermediaries) are out of our scope. We explain how anonymous routing (such as TOR) is positioned in GROUPSENSE in the next section. Security and Privacy Goals.
Under the above attack model, GROUPSENSE has three security and privacy goals: accountability (traceability), identity unforgeability and sensing-time anonymity.
Accountability. The sensing group membership of a misbehaving participant can be identified and revoked efficiently.
Identity Unforgeability. In groupsensing, this goal is two-fold. (1) Data-collection server can verify that received data reports are from valid group members. So that, any data submissions outside of group membership can be automatically discarded. (2) No one including the group manager can forge the identity of a valid signer.
Sensing-time Anonymity. The data reports submitted by a participant do not provide any information that enables the data-collection server to link them with reports of the same participant, even after the signer is revoked. Collusion and Correlation Attacks.
Although advanced collusion and correlation attacks for de-anonymization are out of our threat model, we briefly describe possible mitigation and open problems. An example of such attacks is where a semi-honest data-collector colludes with a participant's mobile service provider to correlate data submission activities with cell phone activities. Another data source useful for correlation attacks is surveillance video of public places and locations and IP addresses.
For the IP addresses from which a participant connects to the Internet, we distinguish two cases: (1) public-place IP address (e.g., Wi-Fi at hotels and restaurants) that multiple participants may have access to, and (2) private-place IP address (e.g., at a private residence), which can be deterministically mapped to individuals. In the latter case, the data collector can easily link multiple data submissions from a participant's home. Therefore, anonymous routing (such as TOR) is required for data submission from private residences.
However, in the former case, correlation attacks (e.g., with surveillance video of the location) may enable attackers to link signatures. It is unclear how these advanced correlation attacks are defended. Mobile performance of TOR onion routing also needs evaluation in this specific context.
GroupSense Operations
GROUPSENSE is a crowdsensing prototype that supports anonymity and accountability through SRBE group signature scheme. Key operations in GROUPSENSE are shown in Figure 1 and are built on SRBE operations. We describe the operations in GROUPSENSE below.
Initialization and Recruitment: DCS initiates a crowdsensing campaign by sending a group setup request to the group manager (GM) (step 1). GM divides the entire data collection period into T time epochs. GM invokes KeyGen(1 λ ) function to get (gms, gpk), stores gms secretly and distributes gpk to data-collection server (DCS). During this phase, the DCS specifies the desired sensing tasks including the sensor readings of interest, time period and geographic area to sense. It may also specify the task budget and incentive scheme [74] . In this phase, DCS and GM also agrees on data exchange and communication protocols for their future interactions.
For a particular crowdsensing campaign, the GM is responsible for advertising the task and recruiting participants. Interested participants start Join protocol with GM to join a campaign. After successful completion of Join protocol, GM obtains (grt i , reg i ) and participant's device (PD) obtains (gpk, gsk i ) with the information of the DCS. We assume that the communication between PD and GM during Join protocol is secured using end-to-end encryption.
Data Collection: Participants perform the sensing task and collect sensory data using PD. PD signs each data report using Sign(gpk, j, gsk i , M ) and sends data along with the signature (σ) (step 3) to DCS. Then DCS verifies the signature by invoking Verify(gpk, j, RL j , σ, M ). The DCS server is responsible for storing and processing the collected data, including data aggregation and false data detection [75] . On each data submission, DCS responds with a receipt (signed acknowledgement) to the PD.
Revocation: After detection of a misbehaving participant (e.g., data, submitted by the participant deviates from the normal pattern), the DCS sends the corresponding signature (σ) of that participant to the GM. After receiving the signature, GM opens it to get the identity of the participant by invoking Open (reg, j, σ, M ) . Consequently, the GM executes Revoke(j, grt i ) protocol to send the revocation token grt ij back to the DCS (step 4).
Reward Distribution: Metrics for distributing rewards may depend on applications. In general, GM is in-charge for the incentive distribution of GROUPSENSE. If reward distribution demands the assessment of each participant's contribution, PD can submit receipts corresponding to its data submissions to GM. Security Analysis.
It is straightforward to show that the security goals of GROUPSENSE are achieved by our SRBE group signature scheme. Accountability, sensing-time anonymity, identity unforgeability are enforced by the traceability, BU-anonymity and exculpability property of SRBE, respectively.
In addition, SRBE makes typical Sybil attacks [60, 76] harder on GROUPSENSE, by restricting participants to use one pseudoID at a given time interval. In Sybil attack [60] , a participatory node illegitimately claims multiple identities.
GROUPSENSE can support shorter time periods to enforce stronger unlinkability. When all the private keys stored in participant's device (PD) are exhausted, PD refills its private parameters by initiating Join protocol with GM.
Evaluation: SRBE & GroupSense
Implementation
We implemented all five group signature schemes compared in Tables 1 and 2 , namely SRBE (ours), CLHZ [48] , BS [16] , BCNSW [26] , and GSPR [11] , in C using the PBC library [77] . We used "Type A" pairing as internally defined in the library, which is constructed with supersingular elliptic curve E ≡ y 2 = x 3 + x over the field F q for some prime q = 3 mod 4. As both G 1 and G 2 are groups of points E(F q ), this pairing is symmetric. In our implementation, an element in Z * p is denoted by 160 bits and an element in G 1 or G 2 is denoted by 512 bits, which implies that the security strength of all these implementations is comparable to an RSA signature with a modulus size of 1024 bits. For SRBE, CLHZ and GSPR schemes, we assume that the duration of each epoch is one day.
Our GROUPSENSE prototype based on our SRBE group signature scheme consists of (1) an Android mobile app for PD and (2) the server-side programs for data collection server (DCS) and group manager (GM). Server-side applications are implemented in JavaEE platform using the scalable Spring Framework. Both Android application and serverside programs use jPBC library [78] (a Java wrapper of PBC library). The PD application invokes joinGroup API of GM application for joining the group and storeData API for sending sensor data to DCS. In the DCS application, we implemented two services and exposed corresponding RESTful web service APIs named: (1) storeData, to receive and store data from PD after verifying the signature; (2) revoke, to receive revocation tokens from GM. In the GM application, we implemented four services and exposed corresponding RESTful web service APIs named: (1) setupGroup, to setup and initialize the group; (2) joinGroup, for the participants to join the campaign; (3) requestRevocation, to receive requests for revocation from DCS; (4) storeContributionAssessments, to receive and store contribution assessment reports for incentive provisioning from PD.
joinGroup supports both GET and POST requests. PD initiates the protocol and receives nonce through GET request and submits F i for the credential generation in POST request as suggested in the Join protocol.
Evaluation
For performance evaluation, we deployed server-side applications in a Tomcat server, running on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1620 v3 @ 3.50GHz machine. For client side evaluation, we used Nexus 7 CPU 1.51 GHz quad-core Krait 300 and Nexus 10 CPU 1.7 GHz Dual-core Cortex-A15 with Android version 4.4.2. We simulated the real-world environments with a load-testing tool named Gatling 1 while evaluating serverside performance and present the results in boxes showing the inter quartiles (i.e., 25 th and 75 th percentiles); the line inside the box depicts the average value; and the whiskers show the minimum and maximum values.
Our performance evaluation of SRBE and GROUPSENSE aims to answer the following questions: -How long does revocation checking take under thousands of revoked users in 5 group signature schemes? (Section 6. Figure 2 shows the run time of RevocationCheck algorithm in all five group signature schemes under a large number of revoked users. The measurements were obtained by averaging over 1,000 runs of each scheme. The experimental results show that SRBE's RevocationCheck with the binary search tree is significantly faster than others as expected. From Figure 2 , we see that GSPR's runtime complexity does not directly depend on number of revoked users. However, it linearly depends on the number of iterations and the size of its piecewise-orthogonal-codes. We used 20 bit long piecewiseorthogonal-codes and the number of iterations was 1. With the linear increase in either of these parameters, the false positive rate decays exponentially, but the computational complexity also increases linearly. So it is conceivable that with constant negligible false positive rate, GSPR's computational complexity will be substantially increased. Hence, it cannot cannot outperform SRBE.
Android Signing Performance
In Table 3 , we show the average signing delay of 20 runs in two Android devices (Nexus 7 and Nexus 10) of SRBE, BS [16] and CLHZ [48] . We see that, relative performance of these schemes is consistent with the theoretical comparison in Table 1. We also measured the signing delay by pre-computing the message independent expensive operations for SRBE. The precomputed version took on average of 1.806s in Nexus 7 and 1.686s in Nexus 10. Doing precomputations in elliptic curve cryptosystems [79] and group signature [80] are very common to speed up the signing performance.
Join Protocol Performance
In join protocol joinGroup service, GM registers the PD and generates the secret parameters for PD. After receiving the parameters, PD verifies and stores them. In Figures 3 4, we show the impact of number of time intervals on both PD and GM while performing join protocol. In Figure 3 , we report the averages of 20 runs. Note that, the performance evaluation shows that the computational overhead of joinGroup service does not depend on the size of the registration list or the revocation list.
The result depicts the linear increase of both the computational delay and response time with the number of time intervals. Still we observe that, to acquire pseudoIDs for 50 time intervals, overall it takes less than 6s in Nexus 7 and around 4s in Nexus 10, which is faster than the state-of-the art privacy preserving crowdsensing systems (e.g., SPPEAR [27] ). Note that, the effect of the computational delay in Android devices can be minimized, if GM sends private parameters on demand as mentioned in Section 4.3. We test the scalability of two implementations of the DCS (specifically the storeData service), one with our SRBE and one with CHLZ [48] (baseline). We choose CHLZ as the baseline, because it supports deterministic revocation (i.e., no false alarms), backward unlinkability (signatures are unlinkable, across and within epochs), exculpability and has a revocation complexity like several other schemes. In storeData service, DCS verifies the signatures of the submitted data reports and after successful verification it stores data or discards otherwise. It is worth-mentioning that, the overall scalability of DCS server, solely depends on the performance of storeData service, where the revocation check is performed and known to be a bottleneck previously. Figure 5a illustrates that, the average throughput with SRBE increases linearly with the data submission rate (before reaching its peak) and Figure 6a illustrates that, the average response time remains constant with the increase of the size of revocation list. We kept both the revocation list size and data submission rate low for CLHZ, as higher values caused server timeout. Here the revocation list size is measured in terms of users. After receiving a device revocation request at requestRevocation API, GM opens the signature to identify the participant and to find the revocation token of the participant. Then GM sends the revocation token asynchronously to DCS servers by invoking the revoke API. After receiving the revocation token, DCS updates the current revocation list instantly and the upcoming revocation lists asynchronously. In Figure 7a and 7b, we observe that the response time to revoke a participant both in GM and DCS end does not increase with the size of registration list (for GM) and revocation list (for DCS). In GM, the average time it takes to revoke a user is around 150ms and in DCS it takes around 550ms to update a revocation list, which is an order of magnitude faster than the prior art (e.g., SPPEAR [27] reported 2.3s (on avg.) for device revocation). As before, here the registration list size and the revocation list size are measured in terms of users. To build the registration list, we considered 100 pseudonyms per user.
Data-collection Server Performance
Revocation Performance
Summary
We summarize our overall performance evaluation below.
(1) On average, SRBE's performance of revocation check of SRBE scheme is 3 order of magnitude greater than the state of the art for a fairly large number of revoked users.
(2) The signing performances of GROUPSENSE with SRBE scheme, in Android devices are comparable to other known group signature schemes. Precomputation of expensive operations gives a fairly better performance gain over the non-precomputed one.
(3) The joining protocol is the most expensive task in GROUPSENSE. Still the overall delay is shorter than the prior art.
(4) The increase in averaged response time of GROUPSENSE data collection procedure is negligible, when we increase the revocation list size from 40K to 70K users. This result is promising, indicating the scalability potentials of GROUPSENSE in practical crowdsensing applications.
(5) The performance of Data collection server (DCS) during device revocation under stress testing is also an order of magnitude greater than the prior art (e.g., SPPEAR [27] ).
Conclusion
Our work was motivated by the need for supporting large-scale anonymous smartphone applications, such as crowdsensing. Our main technical contribution is a provably secure group signature scheme called SRBE that realizes sublinear revocation checking. Revocation checking is a frequently executed operation required for each signature verification. SRBE also provides typical group signature guarantees including backward unlinkability. Our fast revocation checking is made possible through utilizing and integrating cryptographic, algorithmic, and data structural building blocks. We gave a formal and comprehensive security analysis of SRBE and discussed limitations and trade-offs. Another substantial technical contribution is the SRBE-based crowdsensing prototype with Android support called GROUPSENSE including its security analysis. Our extensive experimental evaluation on GROUPSENSE showed that GROUPSENSE with fast revocation checking scales well with the increase of the revocation tokens. The significance of our work is that it brings provably secure group signatures closer to deployment in a large scale in practice. Such effort on privacy is necessary with the everincreasing number of user-centric applications.
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Then it produces the signature σ by using these values according to the Sign procedure. B also back patches hash queries (H g , H z ) to ensure consistency. If A issues any hash queries before back patching, then B reports failure and aborts. According to [16] , σ is a properly distributed signature under signer i's private key.
During challenge phase, A outputs a message M * , time period j * and two users i * 0 and i * 1 , whose are neither corrupted nor revoked at time period j * . If {i * 0 , i * 1 } = {i 0 , i 1 }, then B reports failure and aborts. Otherwise, B picks a random b R ←− − {0, 1} and generates a signature σ * using signer i b 's key for M * , similar as the signing queries in Phase 1. Then B sends σ * as the challenge to A.
During output phase, A outputs its guess b ∈ {0, 1} for
If we assume that, during the simulation of the above interaction framework B does not abort, we see that B can break the DLIN assumption in G 2 with an advantage of 2 . We see that, the probability of selecting i * 0 and i * i by A without causing B to abort is 1 n 2 . Even if A correctly select i * 0 and i * i , the probability of B to abort due to signing queries is q S q H p . So the probability of B not to abort is Signatures from different time intervals are unlinkable, hence BU-anonymity is preserved for across time epochs. However, signatures under the same time epoch contain the same pseudoID. Therefore, they are linkable. It remains an open problem to design a group signature scheme with sublinear revocation supporting full anonymity. The challange is that any information that can make revocation tokens pre-computable at the verifier's side needs to be excluded from the SPK, which can be used to break the within-epoch anonymity.
Traceability (Theorem 4.6)
To prove the traceability theorem, we recall Lemma 1 of group signature scheme with probabilistic revocation [11] as follows. , forges a tuple (Ã * ,B * ,C * , x * ) for someÃ * ∈ G 1 ,B * ∈ G 2 , C * ∈ G 2 and x * = x ij , ∀i ∈ [1, N ], j ∈ [1, T ] such that e(Ã * ,B * ) = e(g 1 ,g 2 ) and e(g 1 ,B * ) = e(g γ 1g x * 1 ,C * ), then there exists an algorithm B solving q-BSDH problem, where q = (N + 1)T .
Similar as Boneh-Boyen [61] weak signature scheme, Lemma 8.1 prescribes the security of x ij of GSPR scheme against existential forgery under a weak chosen message attack, when q-BSDH assumption holds. Similar as Boneh-Boyen full signature scheme, we need to show that P ID ij of SRBE is secure against existential forgery under a chosen message attack, when q-BSDH assumption holds. Hence, we state the following lemma. , forges a tuple (Ã * ,B * ,C * , P ID * , j * ) for somẽ A * ∈ G 1 ,B * ∈ G 2 ,C * ∈ G 2 , P ID * ∈ Z * p and j * ∈ [1, T ], such that e(Ã * ,B * ) = e(g 1 ,g 2 ) and e(g 1 ,B * ) = e(g Proof. We see that, to forge a tuple, A can instantiate 2 types of forgers as follows.
Type I Forger. Forges a tuple (Ã * ,B * ,C * , P ID * , j * ) for someÃ * ∈ G 1 ,B * ∈ G 2 ,C * ∈ G 2 , γ 2 τ * + P ID * = γ 2 τ j + P ID ij , ∀i ∈ [1, N ], j ∈ [1, T ], such that e(Ã * ,B * ) = e(g 1 ,g 2 ) and e(g 1 ,B * ) = e(g γ1 1g γ2τ * 1g P ID * 1 ,C * ). Type II Forger. Forges a tuple (Ã * ,B * ,C * , P ID * , j * ) for someÃ * ∈ G 1 ,B * ∈ G 2 ,C * ∈ G 2 , γ 2 τ * + P ID * = γ 2 τ j + P ID ij but τ * = τ j , P ID * = P ID ij for some i ∈ [1, N ], j ∈ [1, T ], such that e(Ã * ,B * ) = e(g 1 ,g 2 ) and e(g 1 ,B * ) = e(g γ1 1g γ2τ * 1g P ID * 1 ,C * ). Using the similar method used by Boneh and Boyen to prove the security of full signature scheme [61] , we can show that, either forger can be used to forge a tuple defined in Lemma 8.1. To give some intuition, one can observe that, Forger I succeeds to forge, only if it finds a P ID * , so that γ 1 = −P ID * . Forger II succeeds, if it can find some τ * = H z (j * ), P ID * such that,g γ2τ * 1g
P ID * 1 =g γ2τj 1g
P IDij 1
, but (τ * , P ID * ) = (τ j , P ID ij ), which implies that, it can extract γ 2 by computing, γ 2 = (P ID ij − P ID * )/(τ * − τ j ).
Now, if algorithm B is given with tuple (g 1 ,g 2 ,g , and asked to forge a tuple (Ã * ,B * ,C * , x * ) for someÃ * ∈ G 1 ,B * ∈ G 2 , C * ∈ G 2 and x * = x ij , ∀i ∈ [1, N ], j ∈ [1, T ] such that e(Ã * ,B * ) = e(g 1 ,g 2 ) and e(g 1 ,B * ) = e(g γ 1g x * 1 ,C * ), depending on the instantiation of forgers by A, B can ask A to forge a tuple, by either defining, γ 1 = γ, γ 2 τ j + P ID ij = x ij or γ 2 τ j = γ, γ 1 + P ID ij = x ij . Which contradicts with Lemma 8.1. So, we conclude that Lemma 8.2 holds.
Proof Theorem 4.6
Proof. The following is an interaction between A and B.
-Setup. Algorithm B is given two groups G 1 , and G 2 ) with generators g 1 , g 2 respectively. B is also given w 1 = g -Output. Finally if algorithm A is successful, it outputs a forged signature σ * on a message M * using tuple
